
A Card Game for One Player 

 

A man finishes what must be his fifth stiff drink now, or maybe his fourth, or his sixth? It 

doesn’t matter, nobody is counting, nobody is moving. 

 

He’d taken off his watch ages ago and handed it to the barman. 

 

“Remind me to get that back before I leave,” he’d told him, gruffly, “it’s expensive.” 

 

“Why not keep it on?” the barman had asked, though he wasn’t really interested. It wasn’t a 

real question. It was actually one of those questions that means, ‘I think you’re an asshole.’  

 

“I’ll go damn crazy checking it otherwise, you get it?” he’d told the barman, gruffly, “damn 

crazy.” 

 

The barman had pulled a face that said ‘I think you’re an asshole’ but when he speaks he 

says, “sure thing buddy. You can have it back when you leave. If you leave.” 

 

Everyone in the bar has been shut in like this somewhere before, on multiple occasions. 

Their own homes, a supermarket, a train station. You wouldn’t believe the amount of 

provisions everyone carries around with them now, just in case they’re shut in somewhere 

unsavoury, like an art gallery. Food for the soul just ain’t cutting it anymore.  

 

Everyone in the bar has a story about someone who’s a friend of a friend of a friend who got 

shut in someplace really unsavoury. Like an aquarium. And they get eaten. By sharks. 

 

Everyone in the bar has been shut in like this somewhere before and they’ve always been let 

out again eventually, but everyone always thinks this is the time it will be forever. This is the 

time that they die.  

 

And what else is there to do if you’re dying in a bar but drink?  

 

The man orders another, numberless measure of alcohol and then carries on doing what he 

had been instead of clock watching. Which is, as it happens, trying to guess how long it has 

been, and wishing he knew what the time was.  



 

There are other abstract thoughts that cross his mind too, as always, with everyone. A mix 

up of food and desires and an abrupt flashback to the age of thirteen. They get more mixed 

up and more prevalent the more he drinks. Swimming around like a reflection at the bottom 

of the glass.  

 

“God don’t you miss being younger,” he says to the barman, and opens his eyes, completely 

forgetting he had shut them.  

 

The barman is in the middle of serving a lady a drink. The man looks at him for a response, 

but then is so stirred by the presence of the lady he doesn’t listen to it when he gets one. 

 

“How about you?” the man asks the lady, “Do you miss being younger?” 

“Not really,” replies the lady swiftly, as swiftly as the barman pours her double measure in, “I 

couldn’t drink when I was younger.” 

 

“God,” says the man, looking back to the barman again, “who speaks like that?”  

 

The lady pays for her drink and moves, swiftly, back to where she had been sitting, back to 

her place in the tableau.  

 

The man watches her go and realises he hadn’t actually noticed her before. He had taken 

stock of everyone else - the young salarymen, the couple in their mid-forties, the couple in 

their mid-twenties, the weary, weary band who couldn’t escape their musical obligation for 

some reason, and would play a brief set of songs every couple of hours or so, even though 

nobody was asking for it.  

 

There were some more nondescript people dotted around too, the kind of people who are 

part of the wallpaper, more permanent fixtures of the tableau - a heavy smoker whose face 

you can’t even see, some guy propping up the bar so drunk now he’s just a heaped jacket, a 

discarded cloth, lost property.  

 

It was a Thursday night when they’d been shut in. Pre-Friday. You can imagine the crowd 

I’m getting at. 

 

Nonetheless this lady stands out. She’s an actual Friday night lady. The man can’t believe 

he hadn’t noticed her before. Sure, she’s sitting in a booth, deliberately out of sight, but she’s 



exuding something drunkenly indistinguishable from that glamour of food and desire and 

boyhood he normally would have noticed a mile off. The man can’t believe he’d spoken to 

her like that. 

 

He looks at the barman who has been reading his mind, then he disregards the barman’s 

telepathic ‘I think you’re an asshole’ projection, downs his drink, orders another one and 

“one for the lady too, whatever she had last time, triple. 

 

Good things come to those who wait,” the man tells the barman, like everyone else hadn’t 

been in the bar for the same length of time as himself, like he deserved this somehow, like 

the universe had just thrown him a treat. 

 

The barman slides his drinks over to him in silence. He overcharges the man as he adds 

both drinks to the tab. 

 

A bit more unsteady on his feet than he’d want to be, the man gets up and crosses the 

shabbily carpeted floor of the bar to the dark wooden booth where the lady sits. The wood 

smells like decades-old alcohol, spilt and seeped in.  

 

Now he is closer he can see that the lady’s part in the tableau is not as stagnant as 

everyone else’s. She appears to be moving and counting, with that exact same swiftness 

she demonstrated at the bar. Cards feverishly move around the table in front of her, guided 

by a neat hand and undeterred by the stickiness of the wooden surface. Sometimes she 

moves one to a stack, sometimes she turns one over, there’s a deck to her left that 

sometimes she counts out cards from - one, two, three. Swiftly, neatly.  

 

Mesmerised, the man watches her do this strange little ritual until all the cards have been 

turned and sorted and shifted around - one, two, three. Now the whole deck lies neatly 

arranged into four little piles, separated into suits.  

 

Despite the energy of her performance, when the lady turns around to address his peripheral 

presence she looks at him dully.  

 

Four kings look at him dully from the table.  

 

“I uh… I got you a drink,” the man says, a bit sheepish. 

 



The lady’s eyes dart towards the cards on the table, as though something conspiratorial is 

being whispered between her and her four companions. Or at least, the man thinks the 

lady’s eyes dart down. It happens so quickly, so swiftly… 

 

“Sure,” she says with a minute shrug of her right shoulder, “in exchange for a seat opposite 

me right? Seems fair enough. Please, sit.” 

 

The man obeys.  

 

As soon as he’s down the lady looks at the man with her sharp eyes, “I don’t want to play 

cards with you; I’ll teach you how to play my game though, if you like.” 

 

It’s an invite he’s too drunk to refuse, it all sounds like she’s asking him to bed, “God, what 

an offer. You in sales? Sure thing though, I guess. Not much else to do.” 

 

“It’s called solitaire,’ she says bluntly. Everything but the essential part of the conversation is 

ignored.  

 

“Solitaire, solitaire,” the man intones, swishing his drink around in his glass and watching the 

ice melt, losing his cool, “so... like solitary? Like it’s a game you play on your own, right?” 

 

“No,” comes the blunt reply, “it’s a game you play between you and the cards, between you 

and the rules of probability, the rules of the universe. 

 

It’s a game you play at the end of the world.” 

 

The man looks at her glassily. He’s been at the end of the world so many times now, and so 

has everyone else, and he’s never played this game. But he closes his eyes, raises his 

eyebrows and opens his eyes again once his eyebrows are at their peak. Expression 

meaning: ‘go on then’.  

 

“Shuffle the deck,” she tells him and he does. Properly, vigorously, like it really matters. 

 

“Now listen to me and do as I say. 

 

First you need to lay seven cards face down, next to each other, these are your columns. 

 



Column one has one card, column two has two cards, and column three has three cards and 

so on, until column seven has seven cards. When you’re laying the cards you lay one below 

the previous one, you don’t stack them, but they need to overlap one another slightly. 

 

Once you have all your columns you need to turn the last card of each column over, so for 

column one it’s just that card, and for column seven it’s the seventh card. Got it?” 

 

The man obeys and finishes making his field. Only then does the lady accept the man’s 

drink, he notices.  

 

She sips it and frowns, “this is very strong.”  

 

Her comment is only met with a shrug. He’s not interested in her anymore. This assemblage 

of cards has an allure all of its own. 

 

“Well, never mind, you’re ready now. 

 

Put the rest of the deck over there face down,” she taps on the table, on a little space on the 

man’s left, just above the field, “now turn the top three cards over, and make a little column 

next to the deck in the same manner as you have been, but with all the cards face up.” 

 

He does so. She breathes in excitedly, “lucky you, that card is an ace.” 

 

She points to the card at the bottom of the entirely face up column, next to the deck, “Ace of 

diamonds. 

 

You can move the ace here,” she taps the table again, this time above the field but to the 

man’s right, “it also means the second face up card in that column is playable now. Not that 

you can play it…” 

 

The lady is herself getting lost in the allure of the cards and the man is jealous of some 

aspect of this, he can’t work out which, so he clears his throat. She looks up to meet his 

eyes. He makes quick work of speaking whilst he has her attention, “and what exactly is 

playing, pray tell. I didn’t come all the way over here, drink and all, just to set this up so you 

could play. I’ll go damn crazy if you don’t tell me, damn crazy!” 

 



(Perhaps more emphatic than he had intended to be when he started to speak, but to the 

desired effect.) 

 

The Friday night lady laughs. The man is slightly taken aback - she has a Monday morning 

laugh.  

 

“Sorry, sorry… you’re right. It’s just so easy to get involved. You’ll see. Ok, sorry, let’s go 

shall we? You listening? This is what playing looks like. 

 

So you want to clear your field completely. That’s all the columns, and the deck, that’s why I 

said it’s lucky you got an ace straight away, because you use the aces to clear the field. Ace 

is low in this game. You clear in ascending order. So obviously if you had the two of 

diamonds you put it on the ace, and so on, and so on, until the whole suit is complete. You 

get that right? Same applies for the other suits too. So if you were to pull the ace of clubs 

right now, and it’s not underneath anything, you can put that right up there next to the 

diamonds. It’s not a suit at a time kind of game. Go for your life.” 

 

The man nods sombrely. He gets it; easy enough, ascending suit order, turn over three at a 

time, keep going through the deck, find what you need, go for your life.  

 

“That’s not all though, you’ve still got your columns,” she taps the table in her way, for 

emphasis, “so, obviously, there’s a lot of facedown cards right? Well you can turn them over 

once you take away the cards on top of them. For instance, your seventh column, if we can 

juuuust move that seventh card somewhere, you can turn the sixth one over. You get me? 

And obviously if that sixth card happens to be a two of diamonds, we can put that on the 

ace, and then turn over the fifth card, and so on. You get me?” 

 

The man nods. It’s all easy enough. Clear the field. Go for your life. 

 

“Here’s the thing though, it’s quite an important thing, what I was saying about maybe being 

able to move the cards around? Well, you can. The columns are all about order too. So you 

see this seventh card? It’s the eight of hearts, I can either move a seven from somewhere, 

onto this eight or I can move the eight, onto a nine. Simple enough right? There are a couple 

of caveats though, pay attention. 

 

Firstly, if I move the cards like this, all the cards underneath have to come too. So say one of 

the face up columns goes seven, six, five, four etcetera, and I haven’t been able to put any 



of them up here,” she taps to the space where the lone ace currently sits, “if I want to move 

the seven onto the eight, all those other cards have to come too.” 

 

Here the lady pauses to take another sip of her drink. The strength of it makes her shiver 

and draw her chin back into her neck for a second, “this is why it’s good to play this game at 

a bar you know, big tables. 

 

Anyway, secondly, and really do pay attention to this because it is quite important: suits don’t 

matter to the columns but the colours of the cards do, ok? I have to alternate between black 

and red. So I can’t put a red eight on a red nine, and I can’t put a red seven on a red eight. 

 

Thirdly, and finally, you’re still paying attention right? If you get rid of all the cards in a 

column completely, be that from moving around or filing them away, you can put a king, and 

only king, in the blank space left behind. Everything that might be underneath the king 

comes too of course, obviously, but if you don’t have a king that blank space has to stay 

empty.” 

 

“I get you,” says the man preemptively. Go. For. Your. Life.  

 

He sucks in a sobering breath and begins to take stock of the field he has in front of him. 

The rules the lady decreed to him are very pertinently burned into his mind. After a second 

he even starts anticipating what cards he would need to draw in order to free up more cards 

from the columns. A red five to go on top of a black six to then move this black four. A 

column completely removed, a blank space, a red king to then move this black queen... 

 

“Oh,” interjects the lady, she leans forward in an animated way the man finds suddenly 

disturbing, “if you can’t play the cards you’ve drawn, you have to put them back in the deck 

ok? No shuffling. You always have to draw three at a time, overlay them just like a column, 

and you can’t play the second card until you’ve got rid of the first, you get me? That’s it now 

though, you’re ready to play.” 

 

The tableau of the bar falls away from the man. Time passes and he sees only in colours, 

shapes and numbers. Cards move around the table, albeit not as swiftly as they had done 

when the lady was in charge (how she circumvented the stickiness of the table’s surface the 

man can’t even begin to fathom) but they move nonetheless.  

 



No longer does the man wonder what his watch says. He only wonders which three cards he 

is going to draw, and in what order.  

 

Progress is careful and slow but the lady is patient.  

 

She eventually moves on from her ridiculously strong drink, sliding the man’s glass over to 

her side of the table. He doesn’t even notice. 

 

Amidst his slow progress the band plays another set. The guitar player coughs mid-song and 

lands on a horribly out of tune chord as a result. The barman swears and drops a glass. At 

this time the man had just gone to play two red cards on top of one another.  

 

“Don’t you want to know some more about me?” asks the lady coyly, swilling the watery 

liquid around in the glass she has taken, “I assume you didn’t actually come all the way over 

here to play cards.” 

 

Three cards are turned over from the deck, none of them playable. The man curses under 

his breath and it’s like he was never asked a question at all.  

 

“Don’t you want to know where I’m from?” the lady persists, “what I’m about? What brought 

me to this bar at the end of the world in the first place?”  

 

Three more, then another three, then another three.  

 

The man is sweating. He keeps drawing three cards and can never play the first one, leaving 

the second or third card he can play just out of his reach. It’s dawning on him that this isn’t a 

game you can win every time. If he can’t find a card to play amongst the deck eventually the 

order of the cards drawn will be set, and he’ll just keep turning over the same three 

everytime, never being able to play the first, never being able to clear the field.  

 

He’d made a mistake earlier too, he had been too eager. In a delighted fervour of diamonds 

the man had ridded his field of both the four, the five and the six of the suit, having recovered 

the two and the three near the start of his game. But now he really needs a red five to be on 

the field so that he might move this four of clubs he’s just drawn from the deck. It’s on top of 

two other cards that would be really useful to play.  

 

The table is stickier than ever and every question the lady asks is a taunt. 



 

“How about you then? What are you about? How much is that watch behind the bar worth? 

Would you like me to get you another drink? Would you like to take your jacket off? Would 

you like me to take your jacket off for you?” she rattles on and on, swilling the liquid in the 

glass round and round. 

 

“It’s so hot in here,” the band vocalist proclaims from somewhere in the background. 

 

The couple in their mid twenties are having a screaming row.  

 

The heavy smoker has been steadily emitting smoke at an exponential rate, still faceless. 

Now the smog billows from whereabouts his head would be, causing a foul smelling haze to 

fill the bar. 

 

Nevertheless the man continues to turn through the deck, three after three after three, so 

sure he must be missing something he can do, some play he can make. The stale smell of 

prior hedonism coming from the table is nauseating.  

 

The lady’s questions go undisguised now, “are you sure you can do this? Doesn’t it feel like 

you’ve lost? Doesn’t it feel like there’s nothing in those cards for you anymore? Doesn’t it 

feel like there’s nothing you can do at all? Doesn’t it feel hopeless? Doesn’t it feel like the 

end of the world?”  

 

Then, in a movement that feels grand but isn’t really, the man stops turning dementedly 

through the deck and sits back. He looks at his field through the smoker’s smog which has 

permeated all the breathable air in the bar. There. He can clear the three of clubs, he hadn’t 

noticed it before. And underneath that? He turns the card over. A king. Thank god. He can 

move it to the blank space which had been teasing him. And underneath that? 

 

He turns the card over. 

 

Thank god. 

 

The five of hearts. 

 

It feels like the man plays the rest of his game with his breath held. His hands shake. He 

watches the alternation of red and black very carefully. 



 

Across from him the lady has finished the stolen drink. She sits and chews the inside of her 

lip, no questions anymore. Perhaps she hadn’t noticed the three of clubs either.  

 

The couple in their mid-twenties are talking amicably to the couple in their mid-forties.  

 

The barman is explaining sternly to the foggy creature at the bar that the cigarette machine 

is all out, but that he can have some gum if it will help with the craving.  

 

The king of diamonds finds himself joined by the king of clubs, shortly followed by the king of 

spades and then the king of hearts practically in tandem. All four look up dully from the table 

at the lady.  

 

“Well played,” she concedes. 

 

In looking up at her the man realises she is in fact a Monday morning lady through and 

through; a personification of the smell of the table, a hangover, the taste in your mouth the 

morning after. Damn. Evidently he had been more drunk than he thought.  

 

“T-thanks,” the man falters, “I’ll um… I’ll certainly remember it for next time I get stuck 

somewhere damn crazy like this…” 

 

He gets up and leaves the lady staring blankly ahead of her, leaving both the glasses on the 

table too. Normally he takes pride in being the sort of guy that looks flashy but is then 

surprisingly courteous. The ladies love his humble whisking away of the empties, followed of 

course by the modest, wordless appearance of two fresh beverages, however for some 

reason he stopped regarding his card partner as a lady some time ago, in the most essential 

sense of the word.  

 

Upon sitting back at the bar the man breathes out in a hugely relieved way; with wide eyes 

and raised eyebrows he aims a look at the barman as if to say ‘you have no idea what I’ve 

just been through’.  

 

Unfortunately the barman only reads ‘women huh?’ and therefore by extension, ‘I’m an 

asshole’ so no sympathy is elicited from him.  

 



Alternatively, the barman hands the man’s watch back from underneath the counter, “it’s ok 

for everyone to leave now, just got word from the other bar across the street.”  

 

The man had been coming around to the idea of another drink to calm his nerves but when 

he looks around to see everyone else gathering their possessions and doing the 

mathematics of bar tab payments the idea leaves him. He pays his own tab, shakes his wrist 

habitually now the watch is back on it and exits the bar, just like that, not even a glance over 

his shoulder.  

 

At the bar a heavy smoker lights a cigarette. 

 

In a booth, a Friday night lady closes her compact mirror and starts shuffling a deck of cards.  

 

--- 

 

Thirty-three thousand miles away a barkeeper has just pulled the bolt over the front door to 

his meagre establishment.  

 

Without the reprieve of knowing one can leave whenever one wants the bar becomes even 

dingier than it already was. It’s the kind of place that has a jukebox but only four songs that 

ever seem to play, at least one of the pool cues is missing a tip, there’s no chalk, there’s no 

barmats. You can imagine the kind of bar I’m getting at.  

 

There is a young woman sitting on a stool at the counter. She had been waiting for a date. 

Given the location (which came as a surprise to her), she didn’t think the date would have 

gone very well anyway. In some ways, the fact she is about to be stuck in this establishment 

for an indefinite period of time instead of meeting her suitor is a relief. Divine intervention 

instead of a made up, emergency phone call from her mother. 

 

She orders a large glass of house red. It doesn’t come from a bottle with a cork.  

 

Then she notices a young, attractive man sat by himself in a booth. 

 

More divine intervention perhaps? A new suitor?  

 

She moves over to him, thankfully on the right side of the curvilinear relationship between 

alcohol and grace, and immediately notices he is playing a card game.  



 

Primed for male interaction which had been running late anyway, and which now otherwise 

had no hope of arriving at all, she asks what he’s up to. 

 

He looks up at her but his hands continue to move ceaselessly and swiftly below him, 

undeterred, “I’m playing a game of cards.” 

 

“Is it a two player game?” the young woman asks mischievously as she sits down opposite 

him.  

 

“Not quite,” he smirks, “But I can teach you, I’ve almost finished winning.” 

 

She’s intrigued and the wine is beginning to go to her head, “what sort of card game only 

has one player?” 

 

“It doesn’t have one player,” the young man explains as he sits back, four neat piles topped 

by four neat kings in front of him. They look dully up at the young woman from the table.  

 

The young man continues, “it’s a game you play between you and the cards, between you 

and the rules of probability, the rules of the universe. 

 

It’s a game you play at the end of the world.” 


